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The Just Net Coalition\(^1\) (JNC) was formed at a civil society meeting in New Delhi in February 2014. It comprises several dozen organisations and individuals from different regions globally concerned with internet governance, human rights and social justice, and the relationship between them.

On 8 July 2014, a report was presented to the French Senate regarding Internet governance and its impact on society\(^2\).

The Just Net Coalition (JNC) commends the authors of this report and notes that it is entirely consistent with major elements of our Delhi Declaration\(^3\), in particular the preamble and paragraphs 13 to 22. Full disclosure: several members of JNC were interviewed by the authors of the report.

JNC notes that the recommendations of the report would also apply to economies outside Europe. Consequently, JNC endorses the gist of this report and invites all concerned parties to study it carefully and adopt its recommendations as appropriate.
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\[^1\] [http://justnetcoalition.org](http://justnetcoalition.org)


\[^3\] [http://justnetcoalition.org/delhi-declaration](http://justnetcoalition.org/delhi-declaration)